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It’s hiding in plain sight. Poor people live less long than those
who are rich,1 and people with a learning disability are more
likely to die sooner than people without.2 GPs have been urged
to respond to this in the way the contract knows best: by offering
health checks and a checklist of items to be ticked.
In Scotland the Keep Well programme, aimed at people in
deprived areas, has demonstrated only minimal or marginal
benefits but is still used in some areas.3

Health checks for people with learning disabilities often detect
symptomatic conditions. This is itself a concern, as doing health
checks once a year may generate a stock delay in a system where
people or carers may wait for an invitation rather than having
prompt attention to symptomatic issues. And, while clinical
review is often a case of simply good practice, health checks
for people with learning disabilities can identify unmet needs,
but they haven’t been shown to reduce mortality and morbidity.4

Can medicine correct these inequalities? The ASSIGN risk
calculator, for example, has been developed to consider
deprivation as a risk factor for cardiovascular disease.5 It means
that we’re effectively treating poverty with statins. The real
world benefit of encouraging lifestyle interventions has not been
demonstrated,6 and the effects of austerity may have a far larger
role in determining mortality.7

Meanwhile, people with learning disabilities are more likely to
have epilepsy and are more likely to die earlier if they do.8 This
is an area with high potential for improvement, yet the lack of
randomised controlled trials on the best treatments for this group
of people has been well noted for years.9 In 2015 a Cochrane
review found that “very few high quality studies” had been
performed among this group despite as many as 44% of people
with a learning disability having epilepsy.10

We have premature mortality—but not enough high
quality evidence to know whether what we’re
recommending at health checks will improve outcomes

We have premature mortality—but not enough high quality
evidence to know whether what we’re recommending at health

checks for people with learning disabilities and epilepsy will
improve outcomes.
There’s little doubt that health checks targeted at people living
in deprived areas are a medical fig leaf attempting to cover
austerity economics. It’s hardly feasible that health checks will
square the circle of deprivation. The premature mortality
associated with deprivation has complicated causes, and it’s
likely to have complicated answers. Repeating known failures
will not help.
We’re fiddling with health checks while people die. For people
with learning disabilities, the ongoing deficit in knowledge on
best treatments for epilepsy—despite the risk of sudden
death—is needless. There’s no lack of opportunity to obtain
better knowledge.
Stopping things that don’t work, and acting on the knowledge
that we don’t know what does work: why is that so difficult?
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